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THREE MAJOR ATTACKS IN A NIGHT

Three major attacks, involving more than a thousand aircraft of Bomber Command,

one on Brunswick in Central Germany, one on Dusseldorf in the Rhineland, and one on

the railway yards at Laon, in N.E. France, set the German fighter packs a problem,

almost impossible of complete solution, last night. It was clear weather over much

of Germany and Prance, but the fighters only got to one of the targets in good time;

a number of them were seen over Dusseldorf while the attack was on, but over Brunswick

many crews did not see a single fighter. In the Laon attack, interceptions were

mostly on the return journey.

The attacks were not simultaneous, but spaced out over a period of about three

hours. The attack on the railway yards and locomotive depot at Laon was made in

two phases - at 11.20 p.m. and midnight, thus complicating the problem for the German

defences still more. Dusseldorf came next, at 1.15 a.m., and just before 2 a.n.

Brunswick, only 110 miles west of Berlin. The fighters, therefore, had to organise

a separate defence against four attacks during the night, with the three targets

spaced out on a line nearly 400 miles long. In addition, the Mosquitos attacked

Mannheim with many If, 4,000-pound bombs.

The pilot- of a reconnaissance aircraft which flew over Brunswick an hour after

the attack said that the whole area was enveloped in the biggest concentration of

fires he had ever seen. Two large areas of fire appeared soon after bombing began

and as the attack progressed they joined up, though to do so the flames had to travel

a long way,

There was some thin cloud at a great height over Brunswick, and at tines the

concentration of aircraft was so great that the vapour trails which they were leaving

made the clouds a good deal more dense. But there was never any difficulty about

seeing the target or the ground markers. The ground defences were evidently over-

whelmed by the attack: neither the A.A. guns nor the searchlights succeeded in putting

up any effective opposition.

The attack on Brunswick links up with Bomber Command*s offensive against railways

in German use* Several trunk lines meet there, and it is also an important centre

of the German aircraft industry. There are very large aircraft works in the town, an

aircraft repair depot, and an important research and development establishment.
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In the neighbourhood are the new works of the Hermann Goering organisation at

Mallendorf, and, a few miles to the north, of the-town, the Volkswagen Werke at

Fallersleben. Very large labour camps have been built near the town for the workers

employed in these two factories.

Though Dusseldorf has been very badly devastated it is still of great importance

because of its large armament plants, some of which have new. been repaired; Rheinmetall

Borsig is particularly important now that the huge plant of the same name•in Berlin has

been badly damaged.

Thousands of workers are employed in the Dusseldorf plant. The Germans were

evidently ready for a further attack on the town: many searchlights were in .and around

the city, ready to co-operate with the fighters by coning the bombers. Here again our

aircraft were leaving vapour trails - "The trails led to the target like tram lines",

a pilot said - end when these mixed with the thin cloud they made it difficult at times

for the searchlights to work effectively,

Experienced crews said that they had never seen such good marking as at Dusseldorf

and the attack was closely concentrated on the markers. Huge fires sent up great

columns of smoke, which rapidly formed a dense pall over the city. Most of the combats

with night fighters were directly over Dusseldorf.

"A Junkers 88 came in just as the bomb aimer had the target indicators in his sights"

said Sgt. D, Woodsuff, of Maidenhead, a Lancastez'- rear-gunner. "The fighter must have seen

us silhouetted against the vapour trails and the glow from the target; it came in from

above. The first I knew of it was when the mid-upper-gunner fired. I was facing the

other way then, and just saw the Junkers’ tail fin disappearing. The mid-upper-gunner was

wounded and knocked right out of his turret. The Junkers attacked again from below,

hitting us on the main plane and in the fuselage, but then I saw it going straight down

with the port engine on fire. We looked after the mid-upper—gunner and he was quite

cheerful".

’’There were many searchlights", said Flying Officer J.I. Gray, a Lancaster pilot

from Shaftesbury, Dorset, "but the apex of the cones was hidden by clouds and vapour.

We dodged round the cones which seemed to be moving towards us. Over the target it was

almost like daylight, with the light from the searchlights reflected downwards from the

clouds, and-the glare of the fires and the markers. My gunners saw the fires from a

great distance as we flew home".

Dusseldorf lies on one of the main routes for goods leaving the Ruhr in a south westerly

direction, and armaments of all kinds have been passing through the town for the German

armies. With its railways and fine inland harbour, the third largest in Germany, it is a
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transport centre of great importance.

Great numbers of flares were dropped during the attacks on the railway yards and

depot at Laon, and the target was so brightly lit that, as one pilot said: "It was not

night bombing". Many crews said that it was hardly necessary to use their photo

flashes to take night photographs. In each attack a great weight of bombs was

effectively concentrated..
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